
Trane® Pivot™ Smart Thermostat
Simple, comfortable, convenient control for commercial buildings

In an industry filled with unremarkable options, the Trane Pivot™ Smart Thermostat goes beyond. Its full 

commercial feature set makes it the ideal control system for Trane equipment, as well as equipment provided 

by other manufacturers. The features within Pivot are easily managed by your customers through a user-

friendly interface. Plus, with its unique contractor portal, Pivot can keep you digitally connected 

to your customers’ systems. You’ll gain insight that takes your service relationships to a new, 

more proactive level. 
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The Contractor Portal connects you to more 
customer opportunities
Pivot gives you the ability to provide an elevated level of 
service. With the customer’s approval, you can access their 
systems through the secure Pivot Contractor Portal.

With the Contractor Portal you can quickly: 

 •  Verify settings, configuration and setpoints 
without having to roll a truck

 •  Check status data to verify the severity of issues 
and better prioritize your work

 •  View trend data that provides insight which 
helps reduce down time and gives you the 
information you need to send the right 
technician and service parts on service calls

Pivot™ means business
Pivot smart thermostat is specifically designed for 
commercial applications. Comfort is the goal, and 
convenience is the key: Pivot’s intuitive touch-screen 
interface allows users to make temperature adjustments. 
The mobile app enables users to control multiple 
buildings remotely. And Pivot even adjusts the way HVAC 
equipment operates based on outdoor weather conditions.

Easy ordering and simple installation make it an ideal 
solution for contractors.

 •  Single source for commercial equipment and controls

 •  Set-up and connection can happen at the customers’  
convenience—they don’t need to be present during 
installation

 •  Simple thermostat interface 
reduces callbacks and 
eliminates confusion for 
building occupants

Choose Trane for the future
Trane goes beyond to help unleash buildings’ potential 
for maximum performance and sustainability. We’ll help 
you transform your customers’ building environments 
with unmatched expertise and digitally-driven solutions, 
creating spaces where businesses can thrive. 


